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Why I don't trust or believe the Gov on Covid.

80% of hospitalised patients are Vit D deficient - Gov ignored this but now claims to

promote Vit D though I've seen no advertising.

BMI over 40 = 90% greater risk of dieing from Covid - Gov closes gyms and locks

people up.

Hcq proves effective - Gov bans it

Ivermectin proves effective - Gov bans it.

Remdesivir proves ineffective - Gov promotes it.

Flu shots increase the risk of Covid - Gov pushes for mass flu vaccination

government agrees massive health data-sharing contracts with Amazon, Microsoft, Google, Faculty and Palantir - Gov has

to be sued to reveal it.

Asymptomatic transmission proved in multiple studies to be rare - Gov releases an advert saying 1 in 3 may be

asymptomatic.

People start quoting current NHS data - Gov suspends it.

Gov build nightingale hospitals but don't have the staff to man them - Gov lies and says they're on standby.

Ex NHS staff contacted to be re-employed for crisis- Gov never bothers to call.

BBC says excess deaths for 2020 are worst than since WW2 - ONS shows when adjusted for population increase it was the

9th worst year in the last 20yrs.

Whitty and Neil Ferguson mention possible future herd immunity - Gov and advisors have always denied it exists.
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Lateral flow tests and PCR tests show different rates of infection - Gov pushes out mass testing.

Gov publishes daily Covid admissions - Gov doesn't publish daily Covid discharges.

The bmj asks for Government conflict of interest report for Covid contracts - Gov stalls on releasing data.

Ministers ask for an economic and health assessment for lockdowns - Gov produces a pointless report.

Many more examples exist.

This whole thing is a sham.
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